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NOTES OF A MEETING BETWEEN ELECTED MEMBERS AND REPRESENTATIVES OF 
THE OXFORDSHIRE GOVERNORS’ ASSOCIATION (OGA) HELD AT 
COUNTY HALL ON WEDNESDAY 21st October 2015 AT 5.30pm. 

 
 

Present: 
OGA Representatives:  Carole Thomson [Chair] (CT), Judith Bennett (JB) and David Eaton (DE)  
OCC Elected Members and Officers: Cllr Melinda Tilley (MT), Cllr Mark Gray (MG),  Jim Leivers (JL), 
John Mitchell (JM),  Sarah Varnom (SV) and Simon Bissett (SB). 
  
In attendance:  David Bramble [Clerk]. 
 
Apologies for absence:  Apologies had been received from Rebecca Matthews, Frank Newhofer 
and Malcolm Wright. 

 
1.   Notes and Matters Arising from last meeting  
 
Notes of the meeting held on 20th May 2015 were agreed as a correct record of the meeting. 
 
Matters arising:  
  
CT mentioned that Carillion had failed to attend the Schools Forum Services and Contracts Committee 
meeting, having previously indicated that a representative would be present.  JM would make them aware 
that their absence was disappointing.                  Action:  JM 
 

1.1 Reversion to the terminology of a three term year  JM tabled a draft of a letter to be sent to 
all Headteachers and other stakeholders.  Reversion to the three term model would take effect 
from the beginning of the academic year 2016/17.  There would be no practical difference to the 
dates already published other than in name: 

 Terms 1 and 2 would become the Autumn Term 

 Terms 3 and 4 would become the Spring Term 

 Terms 5 and 6 would become the Summer Term. 
 
2.  What support is there from the County Council for Service families with children who are 
being relocated into Oxfordshire?  What planning and support, if any, is there for schools facing 
turbulence as a consequence of these changes? 
 
A briefing note on children from Service families was tabled.  There were significant numbers of 
Service families in Oxfordshire but the trend had been downward during the last 5 years. The 
Headteacher of RAF Benson Primary is the MOD liaison for Oxon. Relocation of a regiment from 
Germany to Ambrosden had resulted in an increase of children in the Bicester area with more 
expected next year.   Five Acres Primary School (a two form entry school) admitted 100 new 
children in September of whom 67 were from Service families. CT referred to correspondence 
from the Chair of Governors of Five Acres, an RI school, and the lack of support through a difficult 
period. SV asked to see the emails. CT agreed to ask Lucy Katz for permission to forward them. CT 
asked if there was any additional support available for Service schools. It was confirmed there was 
not. JL directed that this matter should be looked at.  

Action: CT/SV/SB 
The possibility of refugee children arriving in the county in the near future should also be 
considered and this would involve liaison with colleagues in Children’s Social Care. 
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3.   Please could we have a  brief verbal update on the outcome of the Cabinet discussions for 
the delivery of support and engagement with schools and a short discussion about School to 
School links for Governors following the Director’s briefing sessions? 
 
A very pleased MT announced that Option 3 ‘a traded arm’ was approved by Cabinet and support 
for schools would continue and should grow.   
JB reported that she had attended a Director’s Briefing and the discussion on future strategy had 
fully covered the need for school to school links at governor level.  SB added that Governor 
Services planned to broker support within partnerships, particularly the sharing of good practice 
and a mechanism to put this into place would be developed.     
 
CT wished to record her thanks to Rebecca Matthews for putting Governance on the Director’s 
Briefings agenda. 
 
4.  Please could we have a brief update and discussion about the outcome from the Academies 
Programme 2015-20: Strategic groupings of schools. 
 
MT hoped OCC would be more proactive in the formation of Multi Academy Trusts.  CT 
commented on the major distraction caused to a school in conversion to Academy status. There 
was no longer a financial benefit in conversion and she thought there was a real danger that 
teaching and learning funding would have to subsidise the cost of running an Academy.  SV added 
that the Academies team made schools aware of the situation and prudent Heads of schools 
considering conversion received this message from Heads of recently converted Academies. 
 
JL pointed out that this situation was not accepted by central government which was intent on all 
schools becoming academies.  He felt that there was no financial benefit to schools, accountability 
of academies was virtually non-existent and implementation of the compliance model will lead to 
the disassembling of Local Authorities which would not be able to be resurrected.   
 
CT advised that she had been invited to a meeting, arranged by John Howell MP, in the Prime 
Minister’s Rooms at Westminster at which all Oxfordshire MPs and representative Headteachers 
of Oxfordshire Secondary schools would meet to discuss the present situation. It was hoped the 
Prime Minister would be able to attend.   MT asked to be advised of the outcome as she intended 
to write to the Secretary of State for Education.                                                                         Action: CT 
 
5.  Support for School Governors: 
 

 What is the current view of the role of Governor Services in the light of OCC’s statutory  
                  responsibilities in the area of Governor Training? 

 What staffing is envisaged and is this now fully funded by schools buyback options?  
How will these be developed for 2016-17 and subsequent financial years? 

 How can NGA subscription be re-introduced as a County-wide option? 
 

Governor Services would continue to offer a traded service to schools and continue to provide 
governor training.  SB advised that the traded offer for 2016-17 was currently under consideration 
and would be finalised to meet a November deadline. Advice from neighbouring authorities on 
financial aspects was being obtained. 
 
Staff changes had been announced: 
                 Simon Bissett              -     Learning and Governance Manager (interim) 
                 Mark Cummings         -     Business Delivery Officer & Traded Services 
                 Harmony Ashworth   -     Business Delivery Administrator 
                 Rosie Bass would continue in a consultative role.   
                 Ruth Morrison would continue in a support role. 
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SB apologised on behalf of Governor Services for the failure to offer the favourable rate for NGA 
schools subscription for 2015-16.  A subscription rate for the remainder of the current year had 
been offered direct by NGA, but it was unclear if this had reached all schools. JB agreed to obtain a 
copy of the letter, ascertain its circulation and forward it to JM/SB.   
SB had approached NGA regarding a discounted rate for 2016-17 but it appeared they had not 
been very receptive.  CT/JB would raise it informally at NGA Regional Conference next week.                            

Action: CT/JB 
 
6.  Transfer to Hampshire:  have Elected Members been fully briefed about the impact this 
programme has had on schools? 
 
Cabinet members had been briefed and were fully aware of the situation.  It was thought most 
Councillors were aware that issues had arisen but the full impact on schools and staff was not 
necessarily known.   
JL suggested that the Heads of Finance and HR could be invited to attend the next meeting but, 
hopefully, all issues would have been resolved by February.  SV commented on the impact of not 
being able to advertise staff vacancies.  It was agreed to review the situation in January prior to 
arranging the agenda for the meeting on 10th February.                                                    Action: JM/CT                                                                                                            
 
7.  There remains an issue with communication with schools  e.g. the introduction of a Traded 
Service for the Attendance team;  cost of job advertisements;  FSM example letter;  NGA 
subscriptions; E & E contacts for complaints about Carillion etc. etc. 
Is there a protocol in place in relation to communications and, if not, would this be seen as a 
helpful way to improve relationships with schools? 
 
JM suggested that this subject arises every 3 years or so and perhaps the time for a reminder had 
come round.  CT asked that consideration was given to transferring some items from School News 
to the website and/or the intranet and the ‘Search’ function was programmed to locate such 
items.  JM advised this was in hand but he would confirm this and he would send an appropriate 
reminder to CEF and E & E.                                                        Action:  JM 
 
8.  Any other business 
 
MT asked JB concerning information she wished to take to TJC the following day in connection 
with the redesign of the Early Intervention Service. JB advised she was not able to attend. 

 
Dates of Future Meetings: 
 

   Wed 10th February 2016           5.30 – 7.00pm 

   Wed 25th May 2016                   5.30 – 7.00pm 
 
Meeting ended at 6.35pm 


